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Abstract

This paper presents a new, expandable, pipelined linear array
architecture designed for transparently tolerating processor failures for
real-time DSP applications. The proposed system use twelve
TMS320C40 DSP processors ( Processor Modules PMs ) to construct ten
stages pipelined system with two spare processors (SPs).  However, the
system can be expanded to increase the pipeline stages and the
performance, and adding more spare processors to increase the
dependability and reliability of the system. In Proposed scheme, the
system can automatically reconfigure itself in the event of failure in one
or two of its DSP processors and the computations continue unhindered
without noticeable performance degradation. Each DSP processor
communicates with neighboring processors through a high speed
communication ports ( commport ). Some of these commports in every
processor are used as a bypass links in case of failure of one or two
processors. The system uses the forward-task-shift  (FTS) mechanism to
tolerate the fault  by assigning the function of the failed processor to the
next fault-free processor.

Keywords- Linear processor array, fault tolerant, bypass links,
pipelining, TMS320C40, DSP processors.



معماریة الخط اإلنتاجي متسامحة األخطاء لتطبیقات معالجة اإلشارة الرقمیة

-مدرس-احمد فالح محمود 

الموصل–الكلیة التقنیة 

الخالصة 

مُّ تلصمّمتْ جدیدة وقابلة للتوسیع ،اإلشارة الرقمیةتلمعالجاخطیّةِ معماریة مصفوفة ثبین ھذا البحیُ  َ َ معالج إشارة رقمیة نوع . حاالتِ عطل المعالج  لتطبیقاتِ معالجة اإلشارة الرقمیة في الزمن الحقیقيل تَح حِ یستعمل اثنا  عشر َ قتَر ِ المُ .إنتاجينظام خط لبناء TMS320C40النظام
ة مر َ ِ الخط اإلنتاجي وتحسین األداءلزیَاْد وثُوقِیِّةِ النظامِ وكذلك◌َ احل ة االعتمادیة و المَ َ حِ، یمكن للنظام. زیادة المعالجات االحتیاطیةً لزیَاْد َ قتَر لحوظدون عطلِ حدوث تشكیل نفسھ آلیاً في حالةة داعافي المخططِ المُ لجات .في األداءم لمعا با

ةال َ ر َ او َ ج وصالت عبور كسرعةِ ذات صالتموانئ إعن طریق مُ
نظاممعالجاتمن في واحد واثنان حدوث عطل حالة في اتبین المعالج .ال

لمعالجِ ألوذلك لتجاوز األعطال اطلِ ا إلىع
ْ ألأل ن .عطل التاليمعالجِ خالي مِ

1.0 Introduction
Fault tolerance in highly parallel processing systems is important in

order to achieve high dependability and sustained high performance
computing. The fault tolerance provisions in the system, have to
incorporate mechanisms to detect and localize errors as well as
mechanisms to reconfigure the system (to isolate faulty nodes), and to
recover from erroneous states,. thus limiting the effect of the fault on
performance.

The fault may be transient or permanent. The transient fault mainly
due to temporary environmental change, and to distinguish between
transient and permanent faults, a typical technique is to perform a limit
number of retry and declare a fault as permanent if it persists beyond on
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average duration of transient fault. Pipeline multiprocessor systems
usually have large number of processing elements, so the probability that
some processor fails can be high.

Several techniques have been used in the designs to make the linear
array pipeline system fault tolerance. Some of these techniques employed
switching network [1][2], to achieve fault tolerance in linear array
pipeline system. Other techniques use graph-based bypass connection [3],
or replacement circuits [4]. However most of these approaches involves
incorporating spare processor elements and  use large number of external
switches, control processor or complicated control circuit to detect and
locate errors, reconfigure the system and  recover  from error.

In this paper, we propose a fault tolerance system that can
automatically reconfigure itself in case of fault. Reconfiguration process
in our design in response to any processor fault is easy and can be
performed in a distributed manner without using centralized external host
processor or large interconnection switch. Also the proposed system
performs fault detection protocol implicit  within the message transfer
protocol and do not require separate fault detection algorithm. This
minimizes the overhead  time cased by  fault detection algorithms. The
system uses  Texas Instruments TMS320C40 DSP processor as
processing node. The parallel processing capability of the TMS320C40,
which was designed specifically to facilities system reconfigurability,
makes the processor ideal for a parallel processing node and particularly
for scientific and DSP applications. The TMS320C40 contains six built-
in,  high speed communication ports (links) and each one may be
configured as an input, output or bidirectional port. In our  proposed
scheme we  exploits the inherent redundancy links (communication ports)
provided in the TMS320C40 with extra spare processors to achieve fault
tolerance in the pipeline system.

The Paper is organized as follows: section (2) describes the
architecture of the system along with the principle of operation.
Implementation of message transfer protocol between PMs is provided in
section  (3). Section (4) and (5) introduce the operation of the system in
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normal and fault cases. Section (6) discusses the performance of the
system. Finally, some conclusions of this works are mentioned in section
(7).

2.0 The Proposed Architecture
The proposed scheme uses twelve TMS320C40 DSP processors

connected in a linear array pipelined parallel processing system as shown
in figure (1). The basic configuration of the system consists of ten stages
(one DSP processor in each stage from P1 to P10 ) .The spare processors
( SP1 and SP2 ) are linked with the last stage of the pipeline to be ready
for use in event of failure of one or two  processors in the basic
configuration.

Each processor in the pipeline use one of their  output
communication ports as a primary link to connect it with its successor
processor in the array. And use another two output communication ports
as bypass links to connect it with the two processors that follow its
successor processor. These bypass links are used to connect the processor
to the next processor in the pipeline in case of failure of one or two of
successor processors. Processor P1 is the processor of stage-1 in the
pipeline and also serves as the input node for the pipeline. While
processor P10 is the processor of the stage-10 and also serves as the
output node for the pipeline.



Primary Link

Bypass Link

Pn        DSP Processor

SPn      Spare DSP Processor

Fig.(1) Proposed system architecture

All of these comports are configured as input or as output port
depending on the function of that port. For example, communication ports
that link the PM to the successor processors are configured as output
ports. While these communication ports that connecting the PM to their
predecessor processors are configured as input ports.

Since the input and output processors are subject to failure, it is
necessary to be able to input information into the array and out of the
array through more than one processor. For this purpose processor P2 and
P3 have bypass links to the input data source. So that, P2 may be used as



the processor of the first stage and as the input processor (in case of faulty
of P1) and P3 may be used as the processor of the first stage and as the
input processor ( in case of faulty of P1 and P2 ). Processors P8, P9, and
P10 have bypass links connecting them to the spare processors (SP1 and
SP2). By this method, SP1 can be used as the processor of stage-10 and
as output processor if any of processors in the basic configuration is
faulty. And SP2 can be used as the processor of the final stage and as
output processor of the any of two processors in the basic configuration
are faulty. This connection strategy allows the pipeline to continue in the
operation even in the failure any two processors in the system.

P10 and the spare processors (SP1 and SP2) all share a common
global external memory which is used to hold the result of the processed
data. Only one processor uses the shared memory at any time. In a fault
free operation, P10 only use the shared memory. While in case of one
processor fault, then SP1 use the shared memory to hold the result, and in
case of two processor faults the SP2 use the shared memory.

3.0 Message Transfer Protocol
In this section, a message transfer protocol is developed for

transferring messages between processors in the array. The  C`40 has six
parallel bidirectional communication ports with built-in arbitration units
to handle data transfer between PMs. For software these commport  can
be treated as 32-bit on-chip data I/O FIFO buffers. Processor read data
from/writes data to commport is simple[5] :

LDI  @ Comm_port0_input, R0       ;  Read data from
commport0

STI   R0; @ Comm_port0_output     ;  Write data to
commport0

Every PM send a message to the following PM using the commport
and receive message from the preceding PM using another commport.
The format of data frame consists of three parts as shown in fig( 2 ). Two
pointers pointing to the frame length and address of the next stage to be
processed and the last part contains the data to be processed. The address



of the next stage  is important for the receiving processor to know which
stage must be executed ( specialty in case of fault).

Fig ( 2 ) Format of the data frame

Each of the TMS320C40 communication port is used in a
unidirectional configuration. Figure (3) is an example of two ’C4x DSPs
connected via their communication ports. This simple communication
interface consists of the following bidirectional control and data lines[5]:

 CREQ x : communication-port token request. A ’C4x activates this
signal to request the use of the communication-port data bus.
 CACK x : communication-port token acknowledge. A ’C4x activates
this signal to relinquish ownership of the communication-port data bus
upon receiving a CREQ x from another ’C4x.
 CSTRB x : communication-port strobe. A sending ’C4x activates this
signal to indicate that it has placed a valid data byte on the
communication port data bus.
 CRDY x  : communication-port ready. A receiving ’C4x activates this
signal to indicate that it has received a data byte via the communication
port data bus.
CxD(7–0) : communication-port data bus. This bus carries data
bidirectionally, one byte at a time, between two ’C4xs or between a ’C4x
and some other device.

Fig. ( 3 )  ’C4x Communication-Port Interface-Connection

Frame Length        Address of next stage          Data



4.0 Operation Of The System In Fault-Free Case
In fault free operation, every processor becomes able to communicate

with its adjacent processor in the pipeline using the primary commport
links. Processor P1 starts processing by taking  a new frame of data from
the source and processing stage-1 of the task. After that P1 send the
processed frame to P2 to process stage-2 of the task on frame-1 via the
primary link connecting them and using the message transfer protocol
described in previous section. And P1 proceed directly  to receive new
frame from the input data source and execute   stage-1 of the task on this
frame. The procedure and then continue through the  rest of pipeline
processors using the primary links for communication between
processors. P10 execute the final stage of the task (stage-10)  of each
frame and puts the result in the shared memory. In this case ( fault free
operation ), the spare processors (SP1 and SP2) remain in idle state and
they  not share in processing.

5.0 Operation Of The System In Fault Case
There are two main types of fault detection protocols in the

literature: The first is group membership-based [6] and the second is
gossip-based fault detection protocols[7]. In the fist type each node in a
distributed system monitors the state of every other node in the group by
direct communication with it. This is an effective method of fault
detection on small systems, but since it requires all-to-all communication,
network congestion becomes a significant bottleneck as the system
becomes larger. An alternative to group membership protocols, in the
second type of fault detection protocol,  each node communicates with a
subset of the other nodes in the system. Its view of the system is
determined by a combination of its own information and that received
from these other nodes. This requires only selected point-to-point
communication. In addition, it is easy to design a hierarchical structure
for the gossip-based protocol. For these reasons, a gossip protocol is more
scalable than a group membership approach and thus, more appropriate
for fault tolerance on a large system. In our proposed scheme, gossip-
based fault detection protocol has been adopted.



The PMs in the system can become faulty or can be repaired on
an arbitrary number of times during the operation. The concept of  a “
Forward Task Shift (FTS) “ mechanism  is introduced in which the task
of each PM is shifted to the next PM in the pipeline in event of failure in
one of  the PMs. And the task of the last PM is shifter to spare PM
without loss or restart the execution comparing with other approaches.
There is no required for a global clock or synchronized clock in the
system. Hence, the fault detection algorithm is embedded in the message
transfer protocol used in the system, which minimize system overhead
due to node diagnosis and avoiding the using of check-pointing or
replication processes.

The following subsections presents the mechanism of using the
gossip-based fault detection protocol in the system to transparently
tolerating the fault in one or more DSP processors in the array.

i) One Processor Fault

Each processor is responsible for monitoring the state of its
neighboring processor by checking the health of its successor processors.
This checking is done implicit during the normal message transfer
protocol by sending a strobe signal ( CSTRB` )  through the primary
communication link that connecting them as mentioned previously. The
successor processor must respond by sending a ready ( CRDY` ) signal
within a predetermined time interval. If the strobe signal is acknowledged
by the ready signal, then the next neighbor is still functioning. But if the
sending processor dose not receive the ready signal (CRDY`) within the
stipulated time interval, the processing node concerned is assumed to be
faulty. In such situation, the processor first breaks its connection with the
faulty node and bypassing it by sending a strobe signal to the processor
that follow its faulty successor using the bypass link connecting them. For
example, the bypass link between P1 and P3 is used to link P1 to P3 when
P2 is the faulty processor. Using  FTS mechanism, P3 in this case will
execute the task of P2 while P4 will execute the task of P3 and so on. At
last, the spare processor SP1 will enter in the basic configuration of the
pipeline to execute the task of P10 and writes the result in the shared



memory. The time-out periods are determined as a function of maximum
response-ready (CSTRB`-CRDY`) delay time which depends on the
operating frequency of the processor.

When the PM detecting the fault, issues a FAIL message, identifying
which PM has failed, to the next PM connecting with it. And this
message then propagates only in the forward direction to all the following
PMs.    The PMs before the faulty node need not to know which PM
faulty, because failure will not affect on the number of stage that must be
processed. However, the PM that detect the failure in its neighboring PM,
must repeat the test of every and for a limit number of times (for
example; ten times) to see if the faulty node has been repaired (transient
fault). If the faulty PM responds during these retries, then PM that
perform the test will send a REPAIR message to their neighboring PMs to
inform them that the faulty node has been repaired. And this message
propagates in forward direction to every PM in the array and the repaired
PM reintegrated in the system. But if the faulty PM dose not responds
during these retries, it considered as permanent fault, and stopping testing
it.

The FAIL and REPAIR messages consists information about the
address of the faulty node. The FAIL and REPAIR message are important
specially for each spare PM to know  when it will enter or exit from the
pipeline. Also it is important to know which PM will be the final stage
and then will use the shared memory to put the result.

In addition to mentioned above, PM2 in the array must monitor the
activity of its predecessor.  If a failure occur in PM1 during the
processing, then PM2 will detect that if it dose not receive a strobe signal
from PM1 within the predetermine time interval  ( which is equal to the
time of processing one frame ), in this case PM1 is considered to be fault.
In such case  PM2  will use the bypass link to receive the data frame from
the input data source directly and start processing task of  PM1. However,



in  the event of the fault, the processor that follows the faulty processor
will be in a wait state until  it receives a strobe signal and then the data
frame through one of the bypass links connecting it with the predecessor
processor.

Finally, it is necessary that each individual processor in the array
keep updating the information concerning the configurations incurred in
its neighborhood. This information must be updated with any FALL or
REPAIR message and includes mainly which link  is used to connecting
it with the adjacent processors and address of the task that must be
processed and address of any  faulty PM.

ii) Two Processor Faults

The same protocol in fault detection described in previous section
will be used if two or more processors are fails. And the system will
automatically reconfigure itself to allow the two spare processors to
contribute with the pipeline instead the faulty nodes and   SP2  in this
case will serve as the output processor. Fig( 4 ) shows examples of the
data frame routing in the reconfigured array upon the failure of two
processors in different locations in the array.  As explained in previous
section, PM3 ( in addition to PM2) must monitor the functionality of its
predecessor processor. For example, if PM1 and PM2   are failed, then
PM3 will not receive a strobe signal within a predetermine time interval.
In such case PM1 and PM2 are regarded as  faulty nodes. And PM3 use
the bypass link to receive new frame of data from the data source and
start processing task of PM1.

iii) Three Processor Faults

There is a bound to the maximum number of faulty processor in the
system such that the pipeline operates correctly without affecting to
number of pipeline stages. This bound depend on the number of the spare
processor and the number and locations of the faults. In present system,
with two spare processors, this bound is determined by two faults.



However, to maintain the same number of pipeline stages as in the basic
pipeline configuration, the number of faulty node should not more than
the number of spare

(a) Processor P9 & P10         (b)  Processor P1 & P6      (c)  Processor P1 & P2 (d)  Processor P2 are fails
are fails are fails & SP1 are fails

Fig. ( 4 )   Reconfigured array upon failure of  two processors

* Dashed line indicate to the faulty node or inactive link
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processors. Also the adjacent faulty nodes ( that connected directly one to
another) should be not more than two under any condition. This due to
the limit number of bypass links available in each PM.  However, if the
number of faulty processors is greater than the number of spare
processors, then the performance of the system will degraded due to
decreasing number of the pipeline stages.

In present system with ten processors and two spare processors,
failure in three processors, for example,  leaves the system with only nine
processors. So that the system can function as a nine stage pipeline unless
that the three faulty processors are adjacent such as (P1, P2 and P3) or
(P2, P3 and P4) or (P3, P4 and P5) and so on . In this case there is no
bypass link can be established to link the processor before the faulty
processors with the processor that follow the faulty processors and the
array is declared failed.

6.0 System Performance Discussion
Failure in one of the PMs will introduce a temporary short delay

(due to fault diagnoses overhead time) and this time is equal to the time-
out period. The overhead time caused by the fault diagnosis is depend to
number of faulty processors. However, fault diagnosis procedure that
adopted in this system is not executed periodically during run-time, but it
performed only during the fault. Therefore this overhead has no
significant effect on degradation of system performance. Also the
overhead time due to fault diagnosis is depending on the location of the
fault. For example, the overhead due to the failure in P1 is greater than



the overhead time due to failure in P2-P10. Since, the overhead of
detecting the fault if the fault occurs during the task processing is  greater
than if the fault occurs before the task processing.

In the present  proposed scheme (with 12 PM), failure in one or
two PMs does not result in system failure or significant degradation in
performance. Failure in more than two PM will also dose not result in
system failure unless the faulty processors are adjacent. However, failure
in more than two PM will case degradation in the performance because
the last spare PM will then be required to take over the additional
computational task of the failed node.

The overhead time due to reconfiguration is independent of the array
size. Another advantage of our design is the ability, due to its distributed
processing, to handle multiple faults which occur at the same time.
Finally, because of using the inherent communication redundancy of the
TMS320C40, the scheme of fault tolerating offers a reduced hardware
cost and increased system reliability.

7.0 Conclusion
A fault tolerance pipeline architecture based on the TMS320C40

DSP processor is presented in this paper. The system consists of twelve
processing modules to construct ten pipeline stages (one PM in each stage
) with two spare processing modules. The system achieves the fault
tolerance by using the spare PMs and the bypass links. In case of failure
in one of the PMs, the system reconfigures itself and automatically
incorporating one of the spare PMs instead of the faulty  PM.   The
function of the faulty node is assigned to the next fault-free PM ( FTS
mechanism  ) without noticeable degradation in performance level.

The fault model described in this paper can be applied to cover both
permanent and transient faults. Our approach combines advantages of
using minimum hardware with high performance fault tolerance parallel



processing system. Since the system exploiting the communication ports
of the TMS320C40 to establish the bypass links to limit the fault
tolerance cost without using extra complicated connection, switching
networks, or host processor. Also the fault diagnoses software is
embedded within the message transfer communication protocol to
minimize the fault diagnoses overhead time.

Every PM in the pipeline test the functionality of its adjacent PM by
sending a strobe and receiving an response in predetermined time. The
PM is treated as a faulty PM if it is inaccessible from its former PM. In
general, the system can withstand failure of more than two PMs and still
operate as a pipeline array unless the failed PMs are adjacent. However
and with the using of two  spare PMs , failure in more than two PMs will
result in degradation of system performance.
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